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Computed tomography (CT) has become an important technique for analyzing

the inner structures of material, biological and energy fields. However, there are

often challenges in the practical application of CT due to insufficient data. For

example, the maximum rotation angle of the sample stage is limited by sample

space or image reconstruction from the limited number of views required to

reduce the X-ray dose delivered to the sample. Therefore, it is difficult to acquire

CT images with complete data. In this work, an iterative reconstruction

algorithm based on the minimization of the image total variation (TV) has been

utilized to develop equally sloped tomography (EST), and the reconstruction

was carried out from limited-angle, few-view and noisy data. A synchrotron CT

experiment on hydroxyapatite was also carried out to demonstrate the ability

of the TV-EST algorithm. The results indicated that the new TV-EST algorithm

was capable of achieving high-quality reconstructions from projections with

insufficient data.

1. Introduction

Computed tomography (CT) has been widely used for

obtaining three-dimensional (3D) images of objects without

contact and invasion in many fields, such as material science

(Midgley et al., 2007), magnetic materials (Denbeaux et al.,

2001), environmental science (Patty et al., 2009), energy

science (Yang et al., 2014) and biological science (Uchida et al.,

2009; Andrews et al., 2011). Although CT has achieved many

positive results, there are still some problems that influence its

application. One major problem is the ‘limited angle’, that

may be due to the following reasons: firstly, the maximum

rotation angle of the sample stage, which is limited for the

imaging of biological samples, because the sample holder

impedes the X-rays when the angle is greater than 75� or less

than�75� (Liang et al., 2013); secondly, the sample has a plate-

like geometry, such as a silicon chip, and, when it rotates to a

high angle, X-rays cannot penetrate it; finally, there may be

support structures as in a load-cell frame that obstruct the

views at some angles (Duke et al., 2014). Another problem is

‘few view’, where lower X-ray doses are delivered to the

sample and less time is required for the experiment, especially

for biological samples, which is a significant consideration.

Noise is also always an unavoidable problem in the CT process

and high noise tolerance becomes an important evaluation

of the standard CT application (Milne & Subramaniam,

2009).
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There are currently two popular types of algorithms for

image reconstruction: the Fourier methods, which include

filtered back-projection (FBP) (Mueller et al., 1999), and the

algebraic iterative reconstruction methods, which include the

algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) and the simulta-

neous algebraic reconstruction technique (SART) (Liang et

al., 2016). Fourier methods have been the preferred choice by

many CT manufacturers due to their lighter computational

burden (Gengsheng, 2010). However, algebraic reconstruction

methods, which formulate the reconstruction problem as a

linear system of equations, can yield better results compared

with Fourier methods, especially for few-view and limited-

angle data.

Regardless of the method used, the set of projections is in

polar coordinates, and the object is in Cartesian coordinates.

Interpolation must be used in the reconstruction process,

which introduces artificial errors in the finally reconstructed

3D object. Therefore, in 2005, Miao et al. first developed

equally sloped tomography (EST) to avoid direct interpola-

tions (Miao et al., 2005). Recently, research has shown that

EST could be used for 3D structure determination of nano-

material at atomic-scale resolution and low-dose phase-

contrast X-ray imaging of human breast cancers (Zhao et al.,

2012). Previous experimental results have proven that the EST

algorithm showed an outstanding performance in dealing with

few-view data, and only a few angles were needed to obtain a

satisfactory result, thus reducing experimental time and the

radiation dose to the sample. However, when dealing with

limited-angle or noisy data, EST still had some problems.

Some simulation experiments showed that EST may introduce

additional noise and artifacts, especially in areas where the

image changes drastically. This phenomenon also has been

found in the current study and is described in x3.2 and x3.3.

Thus, previous works on EST have mainly focused on main-

taining the quality of reconstructed images while reducing the

number of projections and eliminating the influence of noise

(Fahimian et al., 2010).

Several years ago, an iterative reconstruction algorithm

based on the minimization of the image total variation (TV)

was used to improve image reconstruction quality (Velikina et

al., 2007). The TV of an image is a numerical quantity that

reflects the intensity change of local regions of an image. In

that work, the authors indicated that the TV algorithm could

handle the various insufficient data problems in fan-beam CT.

At the same time, the TV algorithm could be generalized to

cone-beam CT as well as other tomographic imaging modal-

ities (Sidky et al., 2006).

In this work, a modified EST algorithm based on the TV

algorithm was proposed and applied in CT reconstructions

with few-view, limited-angle and noisy data. The Shepp–Logan

phantom was used as an example in simulation experiments to

inspect the algorithm in different situations, and the results of

the TV-EST algorithm were shown and compared with those

of the traditional FBP and original EST algorithm. Finally, a

synchrotron CT experiment on hydroxyapatite was carried out

to demonstrate the ability of this algorithm.

2. TV-based EST reconstruction algorithm

2.1. Imaging model

The general theory for the CT system discussed here

involves a linear transformation

WX ¼ Y ð1Þ

where the system matrix W = ½wi;j�N�M composed of N row

vectors Wi

�!
that yield each projection data point, and Yi;j

�!
=

Wi

�!
� Xj

!
, and where X is the unknown image and Y is the

measured projection data. We seek to obtain an image

represented by the vector X from the data vector Y and the

system matrix W. However, the data from vector Y always

contain insufficient data, so it is difficult to calculate the values

of the image vector X by inverting equation (1) directly.

2.2. EST reconstruction

A new form of the fast Fourier transform (FFT), known as

the pseudo-polar fast Fourier transform (PPFFT), was applied

in the EST iterative algorithm (Lee et al., 2008). Fig. 1 shows

the PPFFT grid points in the Fourier domain located on the

equally sloped lines but not equally angled lines. PPFFT has

been proven to be mathematically exact, geometrically faithful

and invertible (Averbuch et al., 2008).

2.3. TV reconstruction

To solve the linear system represented in equation (1), the

TV minimization was considered an effective method of

obtaining high-quality reconstructed images from insufficient

data that implemented the following optimization program.

Find X when

min kXTVk such that WX ¼ Y: ð2Þ

Sidky et al. (2006) have developed a TValgorithm (POCS-TV)

and described it in detail in their paper solving equation (2).

In that algorithm, the minimization of the image TV was

performed by the gradient descent method (Candès et al.,

2006), and the constraints imposed by the known projection

data were incorporated by projection on convex sets (POCS)
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Figure 1
Pseudo-polar grid and pseudo-polar fast Fourier transform (PPFFT). For
an N � N Cartesian grid where N = 8 in this case, the corresponding
pseudo-polar grid is defined by a set of 2N lines, with each line consisting
of 2N grid points mapped out on N concentric squares.



[x15.4.5 of Barrett & Myers (2013)]. They used the following

approximate derivative and referred to the resulting gradient

vector as ~GGi; j ,

Gi; j ¼
@kXkTV

@Xi; j

’
Xi; j � Xi�1; j

� �
þ Xi; j � Xi; j�1

� �
"þ Xi; j � Xi�1; j

� �2
þ Xi; j � Xi; j�1

� �2
h i1=2

�
Xiþ1; j � Xi; j

� �
"þ Xiþ1; j � Xi; j

� �2
þ Xiþ1; j � Xiþ1; j�1

� �2
h i1=2

�
Xiþ1; j � Xi; j

� �
"þ Xi; jþ1 � Xi; j

� �2
þ Xi; jþ1 � Xi�1; jþ1

� �2
h i1=2

: ð3Þ

" is a small positive number, " = 10�8. The number n is defined

as the iteration number that labels the iterative process, and

the TV gradient descent could be defined as

(A) Positivity constraint:

Xi;j n� 1ð Þ ¼
Xi;j n� 1ð Þorig Xi;j n� 1ð Þ � 0;
0 Xi;j n� 1ð Þ< 0:

�
ð4Þ

(B) Gradient descent initialization:

dA ¼ X n� 1ð Þorig�X n� 1ð Þ
�� ��

2
: ð5Þ

(C) Gradient descent:

~GGi;j n� 1ð Þ ¼
@k ~XXk

@Xi;j

�����
Xi;j ¼Xi;j n�1ð Þ

; ð6Þ

G n� 1ð Þ ¼
~GG n� 1ð Þ

~GG n� 1ð Þ

��� ��� ; ð7Þ

X nð Þ ¼ X n� 1ð Þ � adAG n� 1ð Þ; ð8Þ

where X is the image matrix and X(n) represents the matrix

that is obtained after n cycles. The distance dA provides a

measure for the difference between the image estimated

before the TV gradient descent and the image estimated after

the enforcement of positivity. The gradient descent procedure

is controlled by specifying the parameter a. In this paper,

a = 0.2 was selected.

2.4. TV-EST algorithm

As mentioned above, EST still had some problems when

dealing with insufficient data. Therefore, in this study, a new

modified algorithm (TV-EST) was proposed, which was based

on the TV algorithm introduced in x2.2 and x2.3. The steps of

the modified algorithm have two important components: the

EST-step, which is counted by n and enforces consistency of

the results and projection data, and the TV-step, which is

counted by m and reduces the TV of the image. Fig. 2 shows an

overview of our TV-EST algorithm.

3. Simulation results

Here, a series of simulation experiments are described to

evaluate the performance of the TV-EST algorithm when it

meets with insufficient data. Moreover, the results of the FBP

and original EST algorithm are compared with that of the

TV-EST algorithm. The true image was taken to represent the

Shepp–Logan phantom shown in Fig. 3(a) presented on a

512 � 512 pixel grid, and the central line profile of the

phantom is presented in Fig. 3(b). This phantom was often

used for evaluating tomographic reconstruction algorithms. In
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Figure 2
Basic steps of the TV-EST algorithm.

Figure 3
(a) The true Shepp–Logan phantom. (b) The central line profile of the
phantom.



this study, � was defined as the evaluation factor to quantita-

tive statistics comparing the results of each case with the true

Shepp–Logan values. These were calculated as follows,

� ¼
P

Xi;j � Xorig

� �2
=N

h i1=2

; ð9Þ

where Xi,j and Xorig are the values of the pixels in the recon-

structed image and the true Shepp–Logan image, respectively,

and N is the total number of pixels. A smaller � represents a

higher reconstruction quality.

3.1. Few-view results

Images from 25-, 20- and 15-view projection data were

reconstructed by using the FBP, EST and TV-EST algorithms,

respectively, as shown in Fig. 4. With a decrease of the number

of the projections, artifacts become more serious in the

reconstructed image for the three reconstructed algorithms.

However, among reconstructed results from 15-view projec-

tions using the FBP, EST and TV-EST algorithms, the FBP

algorithm is the worst, indicating that it

has no ability to deal with this few-view

case. Meanwhile, it is easy to visually

distinguish the different compositions

and their profiles in Fig. 4(i). The

reconstructed results of the TV-EST

are shown to be better than those

of the FBP and EST algorithms. When

projections increase to 25 views,

reconstructed results of the TV-EST

[Fig. 4(g)] are closest to those of the

original image. For a quantitative

comparison, we also demonstrate the

central line profile of the images

reconstructed by 25-view projections in

the last row of Fig. 4 and the values of

the evaluation factor in Table 1. The

central line profile of the images also

shows that Fig. 4(l) is a closer match to

the original phantom than Figs. 4( j) and

Fig. 4(k), and there is very little fluc-

tuation in Fig. 4(l). As shown in Table 1,

the values of TV-EST are the smallest of

all the algorithms, indicating that it has

the best reconstruction results.

3.2. Limited-angle results

The limited-angle data were also a

challenge in the CT process due to

limited sample space or overmuch

thickness of the sample (Yao et al.,

2016). For example, for X-ray nano-CT,

the angle range was usually limited to

�75� to 75� due to the use of a flat

sample holder. According to this situa-

tion, reconstructed results of the

Shepp–Logan phantom based on the

projections with �85� to 85�, �75� to 75� and �65� to 65�

ranges using the three reconstructed methods are presented.

Fig. 5 shows the images reconstructed from the limited-angle

data mentioned above by the FBP, EST and TV-EST algo-

rithms, and central line profiles of the images, and Table 2

gives the values of the evaluation factors. FBP suffers more

artifacts than the other two algorithms. However, the TV-EST

and EST algorithms can overcome the influence of limited-

angle to provide relatively accurate reconstructed results.

Furthermore, the central line profiles of the images recon-

structed from the projection with an angle range of

�75� to 75� are presented in Figs. 5( j)–5(l), and the evaluation
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Figure 4
Images reconstructed by (a–c) the FBP, (d–f ) EST and (g–i) TV-EST algorithms from few-view
projections. (a, d, g) 25-view projections, (b, e, h) 20 projections and (c, f, i) 15 projections.
( j, k, l) Central line profiles of (a, d, g).

Table 1
Evaluation factor � for the results in Fig. 4.

25-view 20-view 15-view

FBP 0.195 0.227 0.276
EST 0.031 0.066 0.095
TV-EST 0.009 0.034 0.056



factor values are shown in Table 2. When comparing the FBP,

EST and TV-EST methods, the reconstructed accuracy of the

FBP method is found to be worst since its central line profiles

fluctuate most strongly, and its � is the largest, which further

indicates that FBP is not a suitable tool for reconstructing

limited-angle projections. Additionally, the EST algorithm

provides relatively accurate reconstructed results, although it

also introduces some extra noise as shown in Fig. 5(k). The

TV-EST algorithm does not have this drawback [Fig. 5(l)].

3.3. Noisy data results

Noise has always been an unavoidable problem in the actual

CT process. To inspect the degree of noise resistance of the

TV-EST algorithm, Gaussian noise was introduced in the

projection data in this study and 50 dB, 45 dB and 40 dB SNR

(signal-to-noise ratio) were selected. Figs. 6(a)–6(i) show the

reconstructed images from the projections with these three

SNRs using three reconstructed algorithms. Based solely on

the images, it is difficult to compare the differences of the

various algorithms, thus the central line profiles of all recon-

structed images were given as shown in Figs. 6( j)–6(r). Table 3

shows the evaluation factor values for the different algorithms.

The anti-noise ability of the EST algorithm can be clearly seen

as the weakest among the three algorithms, while the TV-EST

algorithm shows the best performance to deal with different

SNRs. This also indicated that strong anti-noise ability is one

of the important advantages of the advanced TV method.

3.4. Complicated situation

Experiments considering all factors

mentioned above were carried out to

test the performance of the three algo-

rithms synthetically. As shown in Fig. 7,

the images were reconstructed under

the following conditions: 25-view

projections, �75� to 75�, 50 dB SNR.

Even under such extreme conditions the

TV-EST algorithm can yield a positive

result. Furthermore, the central line

profile matches with that of the original

phantom in Fig. 7( f), and the value of

� is also satisfactory in Table 4. This

proves that the TV-EST algorithm

developed in this study can deal with

complex cases under extreme condi-

tions and yield satisfactory results.

3.5. Algorithm performance

Here, the computational perfor-

mance of the algorithms is addressed.

The computation times for each of the

reconstructions in Figs. 4–7 are shown

in Table 5. In this study, a computer

equipped with four Intel processors

clocked at 3.20 GHz (using a single

core) and 8 GB RAM was used to

compute the data. Since the EST algo-

rithm is an iterative algorithm, whereas

the FBP algorithm is an analytic algo-

rithm, when using them to deal with the

same problem the computation time of

these two methods will differ greatly.

The traditional FBP algorithm requires

only a few seconds. However, EST and

TV-EST require a few minutes to

generate results. Additionally, in Fig. 4,
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Figure 5
Images reconstructed from the projections with angle ranges of �85� to 85�, �75� to 75� and
�65� to 65� using the FBP (a–c), EST (d–f ) and TV-EST (g–i) algorithms. ( j, k, l) Central line
profiles of (b, e, h), respectively.

Table 2
Evaluation factor � for the results in Fig. 5.

�85� to 85� �75� to 75� �65� to 65�

FBP 0.030 0.058 0.119
EST 0.025 0.038 0.053
TV-EST 0.013 0.019 0.032



because of the few-view projections, larger iteration numbers

were adopted to achieve a satisfactory result, which shows that

the process took a very long time. During this time we found

that the TV-EST algorithm converged faster and required a

smaller number of iterations than the EST algorithm. There-

fore its computation time was shorter than that of EST.

Although the iterative algorithm has a

long computation time, with the develop-

ment of science and technology we believe

that advances in computing devices and

methods, such as parallel computing, can

shorten the computation time of TV-EST.

This is studied in our next step.

4. 3D reconstruction of
hydroxyapatite

Here, in order to further test the perfor-

mance of our algorithm, synchrotron CT

experiments were carried out by soft

X-ray microscope at beamline BL07W

at the National Synchrotron Radiation

Laboratory in Hefei, China. This imaging

system can provide transmission of full-

field imaging of samples from 250 eV to

1800 eV with a 30 nm spatial resolution.

First, an X-ray is focused onto the sample

by an elliptical capillary condenser, and

then a magnified image is formed by an

objective zone plate lens onto a 16-bit

1024 � 1024 CCD detector. In this study,

the hydroxyapatite, which is a kind of

calcium phosphate, was used as the sample

to be imaged. At first the hydroxyapatite

was dissolved in alcohol, and then the

solution was dropped onto a copper grid.

Due to the limitation of the copper grid,

only a portion of the projections were

obtained because the sample holder

impedes the X-rays when the angle is

greater than 65� or less than �65�. Fig. 8

shows the 3D reconstruction results of the

FBP, EST and TV-EST methods. These

results indicate that the sample exhibits a

flat columnar structure. By comparison,

several instances of artifacts and back-

ground noise, which interfered with our

observation, are labelled by the blue

arrows in Fig. 8(b). However, the EST and

TV-EST algorithms both suppress back-

ground noise effectively, and the samples

are highlighted from the background. Two

different column sections were clearly

distinguished through the slice images

in Figs. 8(c) and 8(d). Carefully comparing

the areas marked by red arrows shows the

effect of our algorithm, especially the
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Figure 6
Images reconstructed from the projections with 50 dB, 45 dB and 40 dB SNR using the FBP
[Figs. 5(a)–5(c)], EST [Figs. 5(d)–5( f )] and TV-EST [Figs. 5(g)–5(i)] algorithms. ( j–r) Central line
profiles of (a–i), respectively.

Table 3
Evaluation factor � for the results in Fig. 6.

50 dB 45 dB 40 dB

FBP 0.034 0.040 0.076
EST 0.041 0.051 0.095
TV-EST 0.018 0.021 0.035



compensation for the loss of the angle. The reconstructed

image quality is better, clearer and the boundary of the object

is easier to divide in Fig. 8(d) than in Fig. 8(c). In order to

compare the reconstruction results quantitatively, the diame-

ters of reconstructed hydroxyapatite in Figs. 8(e)–8(g) were

calculated and compared with those of the two-dimensional

projections in Fig. 8(a). Table 6 shows the result. Due to the

influence of artifacts, the diameters

were overestimated when the FBP or

EST results were used for segmentation.

However, the difference between the

diameters of two-dimensional projec-

tions and the value calculated by TV-

EST is the smallest, which indicates that

the results of TV-EST are more accu-

rate.

5. Discussion and conclusion

In this paper, a TV-EST algorithm was

developed for accurate image recon-

struction in CT processes under various

imperfect conditions, including few-

view, limited-angle and noisy data

problems. This algorithm was tested

using simulation data and CT experiments and compared with

FBP and EST algorithms. The results indicate that the TV-

based EST is a powerful algorithm that provides more accu-

rate reconstructions under these extreme conditions and

exhibits some advantages that other algorithms do not have

due to the excellent capabilities of PPFFT and inverse PPFFT

applied in EST. Additionally, the advanced TV method also
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Table 4
Evaluation factor � for the results in Fig. 7.

FBP EST TV-EST

0.198 0.039 0.019

Figure 7
Images reconstructed by the FBP (a), EST (b) and TV-EST (c) algorithms on the condition of
25-view projections, �75� to 75� and 50 dB. (d, e, f ) Central line profiles of (a, b, c), respectively.

Figure 8
Hydroxyapatite reconstructed from the projections with angle ranges of �65� to 65�. (a) Representative projection. The slices along the red imaginary
lines in (a) are shown in (b), (c) and (d), which were reconstructed from the FBP, EST and TV-EST algorithms, respectively. (e, f, g) 3D images of the
hydroxyapatite reconstructed by the FBP, EST and TV-EST algorithms, respectively.



effectively compensates for the insufficient data. With the

wide application of CT in medical, industrial or other aspects,

a variety of different challenges will be met. Therefore, a TV-

based EST algorithm will have much practical significance. We

are currently investigating the application of the TV-based

EST algorithm to fast 3D CT, and there are a number of

imperfect sampling situations that have practical significance

(Liu et al., 2016). For example, to reduce the radiation expo-

sure to the patient and speed up computations, more sparse

projection angles are intentionally adopted. Moreover, due to

the intensity of the dose, when the patient is lying on their side,

X-rays may be impenetrable, which introduces the limited-

angle problem. At the same time, we will continue to improve

our algorithm and optimize its performance.
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Table 5
Computation time t (s) for each of the reconstructions in Figs. 4–7.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)

Fig. 4 0.1 0.1 0.1 613 620 631 401 424 431
Fig. 5 2.2 1.9 1.7 51 49 50 39 42 41
Fig. 6 2.3 2.3 2.3 34 38 37 24 26 25
Fig. 7 0.1 648 456

Table 6
Diameters (mm) of the sample in Fig. 8.

Left Right Left Right

Projection 1.706 1.005 1.097 1.066 1.158
FBP 1.889 (b1) 1.219 (b2) 1.371 (b2) 1.432 (b3) 1.493 (b3)
EST 1.798 (c1) 1.066 (c2) 1.188 (c2) 1.158 (c3) 1.310 (c3)
TV-EST 1.737 (d1) 1.005 (d2) 1.067 (d2) 1.066 (d3) 1.188 (d3)
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